Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Leave as they are. No need for change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to endorse the recommendations of Stuart Maclaren of St Augustine’s
Community residents association with regard to the reshaping of Mancroft ward as a city
centre ward and that the St Augustine’s Street area should remain in the central ward
and undivided.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
What is the justification for changing the boundaries? This is the question that MUST be
answered before proposing any changes. Apparent arbitrary changes that are actually
done just to benefit specific political aims would not be acceptable. Do not make the
change without explicict explanation as to why a change is required.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

7/9/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like to write and strongly support the Boundary Commission proposals generally but
specifically for the area where I live in Town Close / Lakenham. I moved to
, in the
area set to be moved into Lakenham, in 1998. I then moved to
in 2001 and
in the area set to remain in Town Close. I therefore speak
having been both sides of the boundary. The area around Southwell Road and East of the Lakenham
Way path definitely looks more to Lakenham. Indeed, it was in the ward prior to 2004 so there has
always been a recognition of this. The housing stock, shopping patterns and community of the area
is more in the Lakenham area than the 'old' Town Close estate. For example, now the Hall Road
shopping development in Lakenham is primarily used by people in this area. The Boundary
Commission is absolutely correct to say that the Lakenham Way railway line is a perfect natural
boundary. I noticed that the Hewett Academy is in Lakenham Ward. I was previously Deputy
Headteacher of the school and most of the pupils came from the Hall Road / Lakenham area so this
is another good community 'fit'. I would strongly support the Boundary Commission proposal for
Town Close and for Lakenham. On a separate note, it is a good move not to make any changes to
Eaton. I would not wish to see that ward get any bigger as it is already a diverse ward with a lot
of different communities and adding more to it would make it difficult for effectively represent. Well
done on creating wards in my area of Norwich and are reflective of communities and use good
natural boundaries rather than the bizarre 'lines on a map' we have sometimes had!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13437
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I have reduced the areas as the city council are not able to support areas like Bowthorpe. The city
boundaries have grown, but the council are too focused on just Norwich, Anglia Square, Riverside
and such like. They are not protecting retailers outside of the city centre, whereas there is clear
evidence that neighbouring LAs are doing so. In my opinion we should move to a unitary Norfolk
run by the county council as I think those of us on the periphery of Norwich would be treated more
fairly.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13466
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I think it's important that this boundary change is deemed to be worth it. The costs of
doing this must be high, and there is little value I can see. Things are staying generally
the same, there are no new wards and none have gone, general population increase, fine.
But I question the need for it, the rationale behind doing it now. Why now, when budgets
are stretched? Why not leave it until there are more funds, less austerity, in 2035? I
imagine this is grounded in the political posturing of Conservative councillors in order to
attempt to sabotage the next Labour campaign.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Mancroft./thorpe hamlet bisects the city centre. Mile Cross absorbs the North city centre.
Better to redraw Mancroft ward to better reflect the historic city centre within the city
walls. St augustines should not be divorced from Mancroft.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
This proposal would take me from being in Thorpe Hamlet to Crome which I'm against. I
feel my area wouldn't be considered in decisions as isn't attached to the area because of
mousehold Heath. It would also take me from being in Norwich south to Norwich North,
another thing I'm against.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I wish to record an objection to the transfer of 195-223 Earlham Rd from Nelson Ward to
University Ward.
The hosues on either side of Earlham
Rd at this point are Edwardian (on our side built in 1907) and are part of the Victorian
and Edwardian development which stretches from Dereham Rd across to Newmarket Rd.
The conservation, traffic and parking issues are common to this area and not shared by
the post First World War housing which forms University Ward. Our community has very
little to do with the housing beyond Christchurch Rd and so Nelson Ward is where we
belong. In particular, issues arise concerning the shopping centre at Earlham House which
includes the supermarket and Post Office. All of my own correspondence with our elected
councillors relates to issues around that development and we have no concerns regarding
the area within the proposed University Ward.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Leave as they are. No need for change.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I would like my address to remain in the Nelson Ward. We have more in common with this Ward as
our issues are the same and it is only sensible that they are addressed by the same councillors. For
instance the on street parking problems in the Nelson Ward part of Earlham Road affect us greatly
and makes it hazardous for us to turn into Earlham Road from our drive because our visibility is
blocked by parked cars. The Earlham Shopping Centre and its amenities (which will remain in the
Nelson Ward) are almost across the road from us and any changes to it will affect us too so we
would like to remain in the Nelson Ward so our opinion is taken into consideration if any changes to
this area is proposed.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/13809
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Dear Boundary commission reviewers, I have decided to contact you regarding the
proposed changes to the Town Close/Lakenham boundaries here in Norwich. I live on
own Close ward and I am puzzled as to the reasoning behind these
proposals and I am hoping that someone will be able to explain to me (amongst other
things) why (according to your draft recommendations) a cycle path is a more “clearly
identifiable” boundary than a main road? Also to who's advantage would realigning ward
boundaries actually be? It seems to me that the current wards have sufficed for many
years and for many local and national elections and the timing of these proposals feel
like they may be intended for some purpose other than ‘good electoral equality’ which I
am afraid is also a phrase that I don’t quite fully understand and perhaps someone could
explain to me? Also this phrase is interesting to me, taken directly from your draft
recommendations: " We have adopted the proposal to run the boundary along the disused
railway line and Lakenham Way footpath so that the residents around Southwell Road and
Hall Road would be in the ward most closely aligned with their cultural, housing and
shopping habits.” Could I ask exactly how you, as a commission, have any knowledge
whatsoever of my cultural, housing and shopping habits and therefore how you believe
that changing (by not very much at all) the boundary of Town Close/Lakenham aligns me
and my young family of future voters more closely with, your idea of, our suitable ward?
It is nonsense... I am a homeowner and a tax-payer and I am very happy to be a part of
Town Close ward and very happy with the boundaries as they stand so please take this
e-mail as one (I suspect of many) strong objection to your proposals.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Town Close on Hall Road and see Town Close as my more natural constituency.
The existing boundary on Hall Road makes sense to me as most of my activity is in
around the shops close to the Trafford Arms and I identify with that community. It makes
no sense to use the disused railway line as there are no building as adjacent to it. Town
Close should be left as it is.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

8/20/2018

Local Government Boundary Commission for England Consultation Portal

Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Sir, Following the election boundary commission review of Norwich City Council, it is being
suggested that our property,
be included in the University ward. We would prefer
to stay in Nelson ward as our needs are very much met by the Nelson ward. We use the Earlham
Shopping Centre daily, visit the cemetery at least weekly and attend the RC cathedral among other
amenities used. It would be better if we had a councillor who dealt with matters near to us and not
in another part of the city we don’t use.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14277
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The proposals are to move polling district TH1 into Crome ward but I would like to make a special
case for the area that lies to the south-west of Barrack Street to remain in Thorpe Hamlet and
become part of polling district TH4. This is a relatively small area that includes a block of flats near
Kett’s Hill roundabout and a small development in St James Meadow. I would argue that the people
who live here are demographically very different from those in the predominantly social housing
area to the north-west of Barrack Street. Residents regularly shop at the parade of shops on
Riverside Road and attend public meetings and community activities at St Matthews Church which
lies fairly centrally within polling district TH4. Some also meet up at the Jubilee Public House on St
Leonards Road. There are few, if any reasons for people from this area to cross Barrack Street and
carry out business in polling district TH1.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14402
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
The new plans have no connection to the actual flow of people and business in the city. The Anglia
Square and St Augustine's areas do NOT belong to the North City. They are part of the city centre
historically and in terms of commercial, social and even cultural life. St Augustine's, Magdalen
Street and surrounding streets should not be part of north city wards. They do not share the same
problems or priorities as the north city. Why include Heigham Street in Mancroft and not St
Augustine's, which is closer and more connected to the city centre?

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14418
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Comment text:
Keep St Augustine's part of Norwich - historically the boundary is the city wall - why split
communities arbitrarily? And certainly do not split it between two wards

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14423
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I live in Mancroft Ward in Norwich and I support St Augustine’s Community Together Residents
Association view that the proposed electoral boundary changes will be devisive to the thriving local
population. These proposals, if effected, will literally divide our community. This area has always
been part of the city centre and will benefit the local community by remaining so and remaining as
a single unit. Cohesion is very important to us.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14428
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Hi, I had difficulty working with the map so am adding a comment. I live in Town Close and have
done so for over 20 years, I am involved in many local activities and have friends living across the
ward. I can't understand why some of it has been moved to Lakenham. This is likely to upset a
number of local residents who relate more to Town Close.The proposed change might make sense if
the number of voters in Town Close was disproportionately high but I don't understand this to be
the case so the change seems to be unnecessary.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14436
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here. The St Augustines Community (annoation 2) should under no circumstances be split up as part of any proposals. It is very
important that the area within the gyratory (including Esdelle Street) is kept in the same ward as St Augustines Church Hall (annotation
5) and the STAGE (annotation 6), which serve as our local community facilities. Norwich-Over-The-Water (annotation 3) is a single
district that should avoid being split up where possible. It has historic roots from medieval times, but continues to have a strong sense
of community. It is unarguably a part of the city centre community, and therefore it would be inappropriate for part of this area to form
a small corner of a ward which is largely suburban (such as Mile Cross or Sewell). The boundary between Mancroft and Wensum ward
(which was the subject of a representation during the first round of consultation) is much more appropriate under these proposals
(annotation 7) than the previous boundary.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14448
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Unless the council plans to increase resources (eg police numbers) appropriately, to cater for
additional people, the boundaries should NOT be changed. I suspect the changes are best seen as
being of benefit only to the Conservative Party and are a political priority more than anything else.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14726
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I want the boundary in Norwich to stay as it is. I do not want to be moved to south of the ring
road, the area of Magdalen & St. Augustine’s Street already get sidelined enough as it is.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14763
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:
I want the boundary in Norwich to stay as it is. I do not want to be moved to south of the ring
road, the area of Magdalen & St. Augustine’s Street already get sidelined enough as it is.

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/node/print/informed-representation/14763

1/1

grade surface pedestrian (toucan) crossing across the St Crispins four-lane road between St George’s Street
and Botolph Street, replacing an unpopular underpass, which has long been prone to flooding, litter, graffiti,
begging and other anti-social behaviour giving it a reputation that made people fear to use it, particularly at
night (see https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/news/2018/08/final-phase-of-st-crispins-road-crossing-work). The
construction of this road almost 50 years ago has led to the economic decline of the area, St Augustine's
Street in particular, which in the 1960s had 50 or more small independent businesses and now has less than a
dozen, in the main providing personal services such as hairdressing, eye care and dentistry that do not cater
for the daily needs of the local community.
The transfer of this portion of the Norwich South constituency into two wards (Mile Cross and Sewell) that
are currently entirely within the Norwich North constituency is also of concern to our Branch. While they
remain in Norwich South but within two Norwich North wards, there is a high probability of confusion
arising among residents as to which of Norwich’s two Members of Parliament is their elected representative.
When the parliamentary boundaries are reviewed it is possible that the area’s transfer into Norwich North
would be inevitable, completing what many residents in the area would regard as an unnecessary and
unwanted annexation.
Since 2004 the St Augustine’s area has been well served with a forum and campaigning focus by St
Augustine’s Community Together Residents Association (for streets covered by the Association see
http://www.staugustinesnorwich.org.uk/About Us.html). This group are opposed to their community being
split between two wards. (See, for example, its petition at https://www.change.org/p/stuart-mclaren-let-skeep-st-augustine-s-community-together-and-part-of-norwich-city-centre, which to date has collected over
200 signatures). Practically, it would mean that they would need to invite twice as many city councillors to
its public meetings, as well as a county councillor representing a Division based on different boundaries, in
order to ensure that its community on both sides of the ward boundary could meet its elected councillors.
Such a situation can only result in confusion and a fragmented approach to addressing issues that cross the
award boundaries. St Augustine’s community could also find that it now lies across at least two Norfolk
Constabulary beats (North Norwich and East Norwich) and two City Council Community Engagement
officers’ areas or responsibility. Lobbying for and achieving coherent decisions on community action in its
area of concern would therefore become much more complicated and less likely to prove effective and
sustainable.
Bearing in mind the LGBCE’s remit to achieve good electoral equality in the wards by 2023, the Mancroft
Branch of Norwich Labour Party recommends that the portion of MA2 to the east of Charlton Road,
including the eastern end of Bull Close Road and Cowgate, Barrack Street and Bargate Court are transferred
to Thorpe Hamlet ward where we feel the they will more appropriately fit with the proposed new
development on the old Jarrolds Printing Works site and Heathgate. The southern portion of Mancroft
Ward’s MA5 polling district, including the southern end of Ber Street, Mariners Lane, Horns Lane, Thorn
Lane, Queens Road, Finkelgate, Foulgers Opening, Alderson Place, Southgate Lane and the areas in Thorpe
Hamlet polling district TH3, including Carrow Hill, Argyle Street, Stuart Road and Alan Road, should be
transferred to Lakenham ward, a community with which believe these streets share a characteristic south
Norwich identity and a common topographical locus along the steep hillside above the Wensum River. The
transfer of Mancroft polling districts MA1 and the populated portion of MA4 to Nelson and Wensum wards
respectively is accepted without objection.
Yours sincerely,
Nick O’Brien
Chair of the Mancroft Ward Branch of Norwich Labour Party

Cathedral Magdalen & St Augustine’s Forum

Boundary Commission

27th August 2018

Dear Sir or Madam
I am writing as Chair of the Cathedral Magdalen & St Augustine's Forum (CMSA), which was
set up by residents and businesses located in the northern quarter of Norwich city centre. See
: www.cathedralandmagdalen.co.uk
We created the forum in response to the opportunity to produce a neighbourhood plan for
the area ‐ which is the mixed use historic city core that lies within the boundary of Magpie
Road and Bull Close Road, which once formed the wall of the medieval city. The area is distinct
in character, land use and occupation from the more northern areas of Sewell and Mile Cross,
which were suburban extensions to the city and are predominately residential.
Our area has a specific set of development, regeneration and social issues which, in our
opinion, are very different to the largely residential neighbouring wards. The area scores very
high on IMD indices; and has a significant number of development sites which may enlarge
the business and residential occupation of the area significantly in the coming years.
It is also the focus of student life due to the presence of Norwich University of the Arts and
the patronage by students of both Norwich Universities of its nightlife, cultural offering and
alternative retail proposition. The area is the focus of a nascent but growing tech cluster
complementing established occupation by creative industry businesses, entrepreneurial
retailers and by a large number of professional firms.
The area is the focus of a significant proportion of the medieval heritage of the city and is a
significant part of the city’s tourist proposition, which could be further enhanced through
appropriate regeneration. St Augustine’s Urban Village has been regenerated over the last
few years through significant local commitment and investment by Norwich City Council.
These urban features, demographics and characteristics should be recognized as forming a
critical characteristics of a homogenous area that requires specific representation in order to
manage its specific social issues and optimize its opportunities.
While we respect the Boundary Commission's role is to ensure that ward boundaries are set
such that your stated aim :“to recommend ward boundaries that mean each councillor
represents approximately the same number of voters” is satisfied, and it may be that the
proposed changes satisfy this aim, we note that the review also aims: “to ensure that the
pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities as well as promoting
effective local government.”

On this latter point the proposed dissolution of Mancroft Ward north of the inner ring road
and its absorption into neighbouring wards completely fails our part of the city and its
residents and businesses.
We need strong, local, well‐informed local councillor representation such that the specific
issues and opportunities for regeneration and growth in our area are properly represented to
Norwich City Council. Under the current proposals the area will be fractured and the
boundaries identified have no rationale in the underlying geography of the area, its
communities nor its issues.
We especially would draw to your attention the fracturing of St Augustine’s Urban Village
under the current plans which will undermine years of work towards the regeneration of this
community.
We would therefore ask we ask that the existing area north of the river but south of the old
city wall is kept within the same ward, so that its characteristics as a city centre area with
specific regeneration needs can be managed more positively, through a more rational and
representative basis for the local ward structure.
Yours faithfully
Gail Mayhew
Chair, Cathedral Magdalen & St Augustine’s Forum
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Norwich City Council's proposal to move properties in Mount Pleasant into Eaton ward is
inappropriate. We have lived in the area for 30 years and in Mount Pleasant for 15 years and feel
we have little in common with the community of Eaton; it is clearly separated from us by the
Newmarket Road and is a good car ride away. our only reason for visiting Eaton would be to shop
at Waitrose and the whole character of the two areas is different (with Eaton comprising post 1970
housing stock and Mount Pleasent a Victorian suburb). Although the Town Close estate is also
separated from Mount Pleasant by the Newmarket Road we feel much closer affinity to that
Victorian neighbourhood. Consequently we and would wish to remain in our current electoral ward
for City and County Council elections.
Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded
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Norwich District
Personal Details:
Name:
E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:

(Lakenham) and now a resident of
(Town
Close) I have been interested to read all sides of the the proposed boundary increase of the
Lakenham Ward swallowing up part of the Town Close Ward. Although close both areas have very
defined communities, neither 'better' to live in as I have enjoyed my time in both and LOVE the
East side of the city. But in Lakenham there are clearly community areas for concern due to the
higher proportion of deprivation, which are not being addressed such as crime, street cleanliness
and the lack of community cohesion due to the New and Old areas of Lakenham, they already have
there own identities! Therefore Lakenham already has financial and councillor time pressures which
surely will only be increased with this ridiculous change in boundary for supposed 'electoral equality'
reasons. I would argue that putting extra pressure on an area already in need by making it larger
makes no sense at all. I would ask that this proposal does not go ahead. I appreciate there may
need to be be some boundary changes therefore I back and would urge the the idea of Town Close
into Eaton boundary change be the preferred option. This would ensure that both Town Close and
Eaton will be much closer to electoral equality by 2023 and not put any 'pressure' on the Lakenham
Ward.
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I agree with the proposed changes to Sewell ward.

Annotation
Keep the area between Highland Rd, Christchurch Rd,
11:
Colman Rd &amp;amp;amp;amp;amp; Unthank Rd in
Nelson, retain the current boundary with Nelson & Wensum as the
University boundary on Earlham Rd near Christchurch Rd not Recreation
Rd. W Earlham should be in University.
Annotation
12:

I agree with the proposed changes to Bowthorpe ward.

Annotation
I agree mostly with the proposed changes for Wensum
13:
except the fact that I think that the Norwich Community
Hospital should be in Wensum ward, not Nelson ward. Merton St
&amp;amp;amp;amp; Bond St should be in Nelson as the residents here
use the Earlham House Shops.
Annotation
Keep Heigham Grove in Mancroft. I support the changes
15:
for the Rouen Road area, I believe having the boundary
along the River Wensum, not Rouen Road is the best proposal.
Annotation
17:

Clearly marking the boundary between Mancroft
&amp;amp; Lakenham.

Annotation
Keep Heigham Grove in Mancroft, keep the area between
18:
Highland Rd, Christchurch Rd, Colman Rd & Unthank Rd in
Nelson, & put the Earlham Rd boundary with the proposed University
ward as it is currently with Wensum ward, & keep NC Hospital in
Wensum.
Annotation
19:

I agree with the proposed changes to Town Close ward.
Please check my comment about Sainsbury's, however.

Annotation
20:

Clearly marking the boundary between Nelson, University
& Eaton.

Comment text:
I agree mostly with the changes put forward by the boundary commission. I agree completely with the changes made to Sewell, Mile
Cross, Crome, Thorpe Hamlet, Bowthorpe and Eaton. I am, however, very opposed to the proposal to move the Heigham Grove area,
which includes Pottergate, Douro Place, Paragon Place etc into Nelson. These areas generally tend to use the shops on Dereham Road,
and this area feels very cut off from Nelson ward itself. I do not feel that the Heigham Grove area makes up part of our community, we
have absolutely nothing to do with this area, we don't know anyone there. They don't tend to use many of the facilities in the Nelson
ward, like the Earlham House Shops, and feels like Heigham Grove, if you think about communities, tends to have more in common with
the Dereham Road area, and the Pottergate area the other side of Grapes Hill including Copeman Street and Wellington Lane, more so
than areas like College Road, Recreation Road, Christchurch Road and Park Lane, or even areas like Stafford Street, Edinburgh Road,
Sandringham Road and other local streets. It feels like there is a natural boundary between these two communities on Heigham Road. I
am a member of the Labour Party and disagree with their proposals, but don't agree entirely with any of the proposals put forward by
local parties. I think the Highland Road, Muriel Road area should be in Nelson. It has much more in common with Nelson than Heigham
Grove. These two roads have the similar, terraced Victorian housing of Nelson, and on this side of Earlham Road, they share more
characteristics and indeed facilities with roads like Christchurch Road and Recreation Road. They should not be in University as the
proposals put them in the farthest reaches of the University ward, creating an unnecessary "banana" shaped ward. I don't think they
have much of a community feel with the University ward, areas such as West Earlham, Earlham Rise and the area just north of North
Park Avenue feel part of a different community to this area. The "banana" problem which I've outllned leads to a big ward, with a small
bit that has more communities ties with another ward, in this case, Highland Road and Muriel Road have more in common with Nelson.
The Meadow Rise Ave, Rd, Cl area along with the area of Jessopp Road west of Christchurch Road should be in University because it has
more local ties with areas the other side of Colman Road, as well as using the local shops on Colman Road much more than Earlham
Road. Furthermore, the Fairhaven Close/Hadley Drive area of Earlham Road should be in University, but the area between Christchurch
Road and Recreation Road should mostly be in Nelson, due to local community and shopping ties. The boundary should be between 223
and 225 Earlham Road, with the other side of Earlham Road up to Christchurch Road In Nelson. This Is the current boundary of Nelson
ward on Earlham Road. I am really pleased that the boundary commission has proposed to have West Earlham all in one ward rather
than in two as is currently the case. With regards to the Norwich Community Hospital, I only say it should be in Wensum because I feel
It to have more of a Wensum feel, being close to the Henderson Business Centre Area, with the Fire Station and Depot, It Just doesn't
seem part of our community in Nelson. Just seems to me that it feels slightly more community tied to North Earlham, just an
observation. The small triangle which includes Merton Road, Bond Street and Holly Drive, should be part of Nelson, as their residents
tend to use Earlham House Shops, and It feels llke It should be In the same ward as Earlham Cemetery, which I think should be In
Nelson ward given that it is quite close to my house. I believe that a boundary review should be about our communities, and what
brings us together, this Cemetery is used by many local people to go for a walk, relax, walk the dog or even meditate in, and feels like
a community beauty spot used by many people In Nelson. I belleve that the boundary commission rs right to extend the boundaries of
Mile Cross and Sewell south to St Crispins Road, as it feels like here is more on the northern part of the city, St Crispins Road feels like
a natural boundary here, with communities of different sides of the road. I am aware that there is opposition to have the boundary
between Mlle Cross and Sewell on St Augustine's Road. I think there are differing views on this, I wasn't sure when I drew my proposals
on the map, I would suggest you consult the views of people living in the area as they probably know more about it. I agree that the
Crome boundary should include the area north of Barrack Street and east of Oliver Road, in other words the Mousehold Street area, and
Include also Gliders Way and St James Meadow, near the Nuffleld Health Fitness and Wellbelng Gym as It Is used by people Just north of
the city centre , and is very cut off from the area near Bishopsgate and W hitefriars. These areas appear to be currently in the farthest
reaches of the Thorpe Hamlet ward and aren't really part of Thorpe Hamlet itself and have more in common with Crome ward. I agree
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with the boundary commission that the area between Rouen Road and King Street should be in Mancroft ward. The current boundary
between Mancroft and Thorpe Hamlet along Rauen Road doesn't make sense as these areas seem to have closer ties to the city centre
than the other side of Norwich Station. I think this rs a very senslble proposal to have this boundary along the River Wensum and I
think the boundary commission should implement this proposal as the boundary between Thorpe Hamlet and Mancroft. I agree with the
proposed changes to Lakenham ward. However, given that you have to go through Town Close ward to enter and exit Sainsbury's Queens
Road, It may be worth considering whether Salnsbury's should be In Town Close or Lakenham. Salnsbury's rs moved from Town Close to
Lakenham in this boundary change but I'm not sure which ward it should be in. If you put this into context, you would have to drive
through another ward, Town Close, to access Sainsbury's which is in a different ward, Lakenham, if this boundary change were to go
ahead. I'm not saying this is bad or wrong, I'm just not sure which ward it should be in. There are other possible reasons to put
Sainsbury's in Lakenham, maybe because of local shops. You should also probably look at whether the Hewett School has more local ties
with Town Close or Lakenham. Church Avenue and Mild End Road should remain part of Eaton. North Park Avenue and Ipswich Road are
good boundaries for this ward and I propose making no changes to the current Eaton ward. The area which includes the Britvic and
Unilever sites, Norwich Fire Station, Bracondale and Europa Way should be in Lakenham, not Thorpe Hamlet. It is currently within the
farthest reaches of the currently oversized Thorpe Hamlet ward. Finally, I have "clearly marked" some of the boundaries on the map due
to the 3 colour coding system for wards. I have not drawn the Thorpe Hamlet boundary on the map all the way into the Broads to save
time. N.B: there is a slight technical fault with annotating the map as when I typed in some of the annotations it just kept coming up
with ";amp;amp.... " in other annotations, and I had to press keys in different boxes in order to get rid of them, but they kept popping
up in different boxes when I tried to get rid of them. I have attached a document listing them, they summarise my proposals. If you
want to read them on the map, please just ignore anything that says ";ampn. Thank you very much indeed for taking the time to read
this very lengthy boundary report of mine, I hope you take the time to think about some of the proposals I and other members of the
public have put forward and use them to carefully redraw Norwich District's ward boundaries.

Uploaded Documents:
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The Review Officer (Norwich)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London SW1H OTL

Boundary Changes in Town Close Ward
Dear Sir/Madam,
I understand there are three main aims of the commission, as set out in your report for Norwich. I
am a resident in Town Close ward and I fear that the proposal for Hall Road will not meet these aims
for the following reasons.
tommunity Identity
The area of Town Close east of Ipswich Road and Newmarket Road has a strong community feel.
Separating this area along a footpath that runs below street level instead of a main road is not a
logical approach. I feel part of the Town Close community, and have no affiliation to Lakenham.
Effective Local Government
Laken ham Ward is one of the city's poorest areas and I am concerned that moving one of the low
income areas of Town Close into this ward will place more pressure on local councillors in Lakenham,
which will in turn reduce the effectiveness of their roll in local government.
Electoral Equality
The current proposal illustrates that Town Close will be 6% under the average electorate by 2023. As
Town Close is currently one of the largest wards, this clearly means that too many voters are being
moved.
The Solution
I agree with the original submissions that proposed to move a small area to the south of Town Close,
inclul:ling Mount Pleasant and Beechbank, into Eaton ward which would be 8% under average by
2023 if left unchanged. This is a much better solution for Town Close, Lakenham and Eaton.
Yours faithfully

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

reviews
11 September 2018 11:40
Taylor, Laura
FW: Norwich Liberal Democrats proposal for Norwich wards

-Marcus Bowell
Director of Strategy and Communications
LGBCE
1st floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London SW1H 0TL
Tel:0330 500 1250

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From: Norwich Liberal Democrats
Sent: 10 September 2018 16:36
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Norwich Liberal Democrats proposal for Norwich wards
Dear Commission,
Norwich Liberal Democrats have consulted residents and Residents Associations about the LGBCE proposals for
changes to ward boundaries in Norwich.
With the consensus of that consultation to support the draft proposal for Eaton, we are supporting the proposal that
there be no changes to Eaton and specifically that the area around Mount Pleasant in Town Close (polling district
TC4) remain in Town Close.
We are concerned about the proposals in the St Augustines area which divide that community. The area ought to be
in one ward. We note that the 5 year predictions in the area are for Sewell to be 95 over quota, Mile Cross 3% over
and Mancroft 7% over. We also note that planned development in the area has had a major development at Anglia
Square in Sewell which would happen within the 5 year timescale and make this discrepancy even higher. We also
note that Thorpe Hamlet is due to be 8% under quota. There is a logical idea for the Commission to look at moving
electors from both Mile Cross and Sewell into Mancroft and moving some Mancroft electors into Thorpe Hamlet.
These might be in the King Street area as that area is in the current Thorpe Hamlet area from which the draft
proposals transfer them. The river is not a significant barrier here with both road and footbridges and a significant
amount of residents will use the shopping facilities in the Carrow Road area.
Cllr James Wright
1

on behalf of Norwich Lib Dem group
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Local Government Boundary Commission for England
1st Floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street, London
SW1H 0TL
7th September 2018
Re: Norwich City Council Boundary Review
Dear Sir/Madam
I wish to submit the following changes to the draft recommendation of the Local Government
Boundary Commission. I agree with the draft recommendation as to the boundaries of Catton
Grove and Wensum wards.
Nelson and University Wards
I propose that the homes of the north side of Earlham Road, to the east of the entrance to the
burial ground should remain in Nelson ward and not be transferred to University ward. This
stretch of houses is quite clearly linked to the rest of Nelson ward through shopping (Earlham
House Centre), schools (children attend Recreation Road and Avenues Junior), and with
community bonds with residents on the stretch of Earlham Road that heads into town, rather
than the stretch of Earlham Road that heads towards the Police Station. These are mainly
family homes with residents who have built bonds with the community over the years, rather
than a stretch of student HMO’s with little local affinity. The Cemetery itself becoming part
of Nelson ward reinforces this, as many residents on this stretch are members of the Friends
of Earlham Cemetery.
Bowthorpe and University Wards
I am concerned that the proposed Bowthorpe ward will have 20% fewer voters than Sewell
ward and I believe that the division of West Earlham between Bowthorpe and University in
the original proposal by the City Council is preferable to those in the draft recommendations.
Crome and Thorpe Hamlet ward
If the Heathgate area (TH1 polling district) is to be added to Crome ward, the south western
boundary between Crome and Thorpe Hamlet ward should run along Barrack Street rather
than the River Wensum. The area between Barrack Street and the River Wensum share
similar socio-demographic characteristics with Thorpe Hamlet ward rather than with the rest
of the TH1 polling district. This area is separated from the rest of the TH1 polling district by
a major road. Residents in this area share a secondary shopping area at the northern end of
Riverside Road with residents in Thorpe Hamlet ward.

Sewell Ward
I only support the addition of the following area to Sewell: Bargate Court, the east side of
Charlton Road and a small number of houses on the southern side of Bull Close Road, east of
Charlton Road. This area is separated from the Saint Augustine’s area, which I believe
should remain in Mancroft Ward, by the busy Charlton Road.
Mancroft and Lakenham Wards
To allow the inclusion of Saint Augustine’s into Mancroft, I propose that the southern part of
the proposed Mancroft ward, bordered by Finklegate, Ber Street, Golden Ball Street, Rouen
Road and Music House Lane, be included into Lakenham ward. Part of this area was part of
Lakenham ward prior to 2002 and this area shares more in common with a suburban ward
like Lakenham than with a City Centre ward such as Mancroft. I am proposing this boundary
because most of it is made up of major roads and, geographically, Ber Street and Golden Ball
Street, form a ridge line between those areas remaining in Mancroft ward and those moving
into Lakenham ward.
Saint Augustine’s
I believe that the proposal to split off the northern part of Mancroft polling district MA2
along the route of the inner ring Road at St. Crispin’s Road, and to further divide this area
between Mile Cross and Sewell wards along the route of St Augustine’s Street, would have
an adverse effect on community cohesion and make the administration of local government
here unnecessarily complicated. As such, it is proposed that this change would be contrary to
the Local Government Boundary Commission for England’s (LGBCE) remit to ‘ensure that
the pattern of wards reflects the interests and identities of local communities as well as
promoting effective local government’.
The area of Mancroft ward between the inner ring Road and the line of the old city wall
(along the southern sides of Bakers Road, Magpie Road and Bull Close Road) has always
been a part of the City Centre. Culturally, economically and socially it is orientated towards
the City Centre rather than the two large northern suburb wards of Mile Cross and Sewell,
which have quite a different “feel” and their own distinctive issues and concerns, not all of
which they necessarily share with the city centre. I am concerned that, as a result, residents
and businesses here will find that their interests will not be as well served by their elected
representatives on Norwich City Council for Mile Cross and Sewell wards as they are
currently by Mancroft’s councillors.
The areas now defined as Mile Cross and Sewell wards lie on the northern side of the historic
boundary between the City and its outlying suburbs, which for centuries has been defined by
the line of the City Wall. By redrawing the northern boundary of Mancroft Ward, the
LGBCE’s proposals would effectively move this long-established boundary, between the
City Centre and Norwich’s northern suburbs, south to the inner ring road.

Town Close, Lakenham and Eaton wards

I do not believe the current proposal submitted by the LGBCE will achieve its aims in these
wards and, therefore, we disagree with the Commission’s proposed boundary changes for
Town Close and Lakenham for the following reasons:
The proposal creates further electoral inequality, both in terms of the expected electorate by
2023 (6% under average variance) and by reducing the diversity of Town Close ward (with
the opposite effect in Lakenham).
Hall Road, a busy main route into the east of Norwich, is the natural physical boundary. The
old railway footpath is a quiet amenity space that is more likely to bring the community
together though leisure activity than to divide it. Lakenham Way is a quiet route that neither
forms a barrier (there are three bridges at street level that cross the path), nor is highly visible.
Effective local government is best achieved with electoral equality and a diverse and
balanced demographic. Much of the area east of the Lakenham Way footpath is made up of
low income households with a high level of deprivation which particularly affects older
people. The act of moving this electorate into Lakenham – a ward with one of the lowest
median household incomes in the city – will create inequality, underrepresentation and a
resulting disproportionate level of casework for councillors in the ward. I am concerned that
our current residents may be severely adversely affected by this situation, while colleagues in
Lakenham may be overstretched.
The hard work of Labour city and county councillors in the whole area of the ward east of the
Lakenham Way footpath has helped to create a strong community. Our residents have
developed a lasting connection with Town Close and my research suggests the vast majority
would like to remain in the ward. Some of my constituents have or will write with their own
comments that will confirm my findings.
My proposal is to maintain the border at Hall Road and move the area south of and including
Mount Pleasant and Arlington Lane, between Newmarket Road and Unthank Road, into
Eaton Ward.
This proposal creates better electoral equality for both Town Close and Eaton. The area that
we propose to move into Eaton has around half the electorate of the area east of the
Lakenham Way footpath. It will ensure Town Close maintains its current diverse
demographic while Eaton, which is set to be 8% under average variance by 2023, will be
closer to the electoral equality - one of the main aims of the review.
Yours Faithfully

Clive Lewis MP
Labour MP for Norwich South

largest ward off Thorpe Hamlet 11,775. Now how can be fair? It is "not" you only will have to
redraw the boundaries again in year 2022 and have again all out elections in year 2023.
Now it's going to cost in my opinion 3 times as much run the elections this time than normal local
elections if we have all out elections this time, due to as the extra counting time and sorting 3 per
ward in every ward especially with split voting which does go on, plus wages rises each year and
price in rent rises increase each year. Do you think the residents of NORWICH would put up with
that again with in 5 years especially when they don't get what they really want or a benefit like any
real local community wards and/ or even a unitary City Council were it runs all its own services for
the city instead of belonging to two council, IE City and County.
All sizes of the wards that you have propose according to the forecast map of year 2023
provided.
Small Size Ward According too forecast Map year 2023:
university 5430,
Middle Size Wards According too forecast Map year 2023:
Nelson 7632,
Crome 7638,
Lakenham 7691,
Eaton 7842,
Sewell 8251,
Mile Cross 8300
Catton Grove 8640,
Big Wards Wards According too forecast Map year 2023:
Wensum 8905,
Town Close 9080,
Bowthorpe 9379,
Large ward Ward According too forecast Map year 2023:
Mancroft 10,214
largest ward According too forecast Map year 2023:
Thorpe Hamlet 11,775
We all know in general they tent to under estimate the figures anyway.
Reason:
(2) (A): you are still splitting up of communities in NORWICH IE West Earlham council estate is
still split between Bowthorpe and university while Larkman IE BO3 is known to be more in
common with North Earlham and West Earlham than Bowthorpe.
(2) (B): Now in the Current Mancroft ward you want to split up another known community of St
Augustines and Magdalen community but not only that I know that they have their own type of
tenants & residents group with meetings, and you wish to add the half of community IE the St
Augustines part into Mile Cross ward which has way too many add on areas as it is and only that
does not have a community group or tenants & residents Group. As for the other half of IE the
Magdalen part of the community area is to be chucked in with Sewell ward.
I thought what the government/local Councils and political parties want is too keep communities
together and in harmony with each other not cause more resentment to Authorities and to each
other. I also thought both local & national governments and political parties want more people too
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vote and register and even be involved in their local communities and in politics, not putting them
off and turning them away from both.
Recommendations (1):
To hold off of all-out elections in May 2019 take another year to re-look the city ward boundaries
from Council size IE number of Councillors in council, number of Wards, with consultation with the
public on this part as well which we didn't have this time. Have all-out Elections in May 2020
instead when you sorted it out more fairly in size of each ward and more community based as
well.
If Not
Recommendations (2):
Create of 14 Wards instead 13 wards, when you see how I have arranged them you can why and
it's much better in electorate numbers and in community related wards than what we have now
and a lot better than what's now being proposed.
What I think would that make a lot more sense, would be to scrap the Names of University ward
and Town close, with some alterations to University Ward to Create "The Avenues ward". Which
you will see in the list below how it be created.
Also Scrap Town Close ward with all parts going of the ward going into other wards.
Create Three other Wards of to be Known As:
(1) (City North Ward)
(2) (City South Ward or Mancroft & St.Stephens Ward)
(3) Earlham Ward.
Wards I would have on the current idea of 3 city Ward Councillors per wards is.
(1) Bowthorpe: (BO1) Chapel Brake, (BO2) Cloverhill, (BO5) Three Score which is growing,plus
west side of Bunker Hill they properly be new builds which could grow to a new small village
estate in with the Bowthorpe Estate.Total = 7400.
(2) Earlham Ward: BO3, BO4,UN1, WE4. Roughly =7700 council forecast numbers
(3) Thorpe Hamlet Ward: TH4, TH5, TH1, east side half the TH3 from the junction of Carrow Rd
Bridge to along east of North side Kings Street to & along as far as Carrowhill then both sides the
rest of King Street then along the North side A147 to city Bounday that leads to Whitlingham Lane
Roughly =7800.
(4) Crome Ward: CR5, CR4, CR3, CR2 CR1, and a very small part of CG5 North East Side of
Sprowston Rd from opposite Wall Rd, IE Hooper Lane, Anthony Drive, Templemere,Moorland
Close. Roughly =7988.
(5) Wensum Ward: WE1,WE2,WE3,NE1, & MA4 as far as east side of Old Palace Road & south
of Heigham Road. Roughly =8431.
(6) Avenues Ward: UN2,UN3,UN4,UN5,NE2 with slight increase in boundary line as far South
east to the road of Jessop Road and Portersfield road. Roughly =6558.
(7) Nelson Ward: NE3, TC2, Half of TC4 up Newmarket Rd,Most TC1 also up to Newmarket Rd, &
Rest TC3. Roughly =8012.
(8) Eaton ward: EA1,EA2,EA3,EA4,EA5: Roughly =7842.
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Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

reviews
10 September 2018 09:23
Taylor, Laura
FW: Mile Cross Comunity Festival Committee submission on the Norwich Boundary Changes
2019.

-Marcus Bowell
Director of Strategy and Communications
LGBCE
1st floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London SW1H 0TL
Tel:0330 500 1250

_

_

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.
From:
Sent: 09 September 2018 20:30
To: reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Mile Cross Comunity Festival Committee submission on the Norwich Boundary Changes 2019.

Dear Sir or Madam,
I Have been asked to make a submission on behalf Mile Cross Community Festival
Committee.
of Mile Cross Estate/Ward in Norwich. Regarding the review of electoral arrangements in Norwich.
This Submission in complete agreement with
Submission with slight changers IE
we preferred
2nd recommendation so we have put it as our first recommendation and
alphabetical order, also put his 1st recommendation as our 2nd recommendation which we also
agree with.
We also agree 100% with both of
but added another reason.

easons why. We putting it in our submission as well

Sorry but we are unhappy with your proposed boundary changes, they do not make sense to us
and many other people we have spoken too. People who we generally spoken to are not happy
about these proposals at all.
1

Reasons why:
(1) you say the wards have to be more equal so that councillors represents roughly the same
many voters, the most problem was with university ward having a small electorate, well according
to the new map of the changes with forecast to year 2023 when you press on the green highlight
map for each ward you still have mass difference in-fact it's "much worse".
You have now the lowest ward of university ward of 5430 electorate. While you have middle size
wards of between Nelson 7632, up to Catton Grove of 8640 electorate. While you have bigger
wards of Wensum 8905 up to Bowthorpe 9379. Then a large ward of Mancroft 10,214 and the
largest ward off Thorpe Hamlet 11,775. Now how can be fair? It is "not" you only will have to
redraw the boundaries again in year 2022 and have again all out elections in year 2023.
Now it's going to cost in our opinions 2 - 3 times as much run the elections this time than normal
local elections if we have all out elections this time, due to as the extra counting time and sorting 3
per ward in every ward especially with split voting which does go on, plus wages rises each year
and price in rent rises increase each year. Do you think the residents of Norwich City district
council area would put up with that again with in 5 years especially when they don't get what they
really want or a benefit like any real local community wards and/ or even a unitary City Council
were it runs all its own services for the city instead of belonging to two council, IE City and
County.
Sizes of wards that you proposed and electorate according too forecast Map year 2023:
Small Size Ward:
(1) University 5430:
Middle Size Wards:
(2) Nelson 7632:
(3) Crome 7638:
(4) Lakenham 7691:
(5) Eaton 7842:
(6) Sewell 8251:
(7) Mile Cross 8300:
(8) Catton Grove 8640:
Big Wards:
(9) Wensum 8905:
(10) Town Close 9080:
(11) Bowthorpe 9379:
Large Ward:
(12) Mancroft 10,214:
largest ward:
(13)Thorpe Hamlet 11,775:
We all know in general they tent to under estimate the figures anyway.
Reason:
(2) (A): you are still splitting up of communities in Norwich IE West Earlham council estate is still
split between Bowthorpe and university while Larkman IE BO3 is known to be more in common
with North Earlham and West Earlham than Bowthorpe.
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(2) (B): Now in the Current Mancroft ward you want to split up another known community of St
Augustines and Magdalen community but not only that I know that they have their own type of
tenants & residents group with meetings, and you wish to add the half of community IE the St
Augustines part into Mile Cross ward which has way too many add on areas as it is and only that
does not have a community group or tenants & residents Group. As for the other half of IE the
Magdalen part of the community area is to be chucked in with Sewell ward.
I thought what the government/local Councils and political parties want is too keep communities
together and in harmony with each other not cause more resentment to Authorities and to each
other. I also thought both local & national governments and political parties want more people too
vote and register and even be involved in their local communities and in politics, not putting them
off and turning them away from both.
(3) In the last round of the consultation many said from different wards had things like IE,
Bowthorpe Residents Wanted a Bowthorpe ward of just Bowthorpe Estate.
Also many residents of Thorpe Hamlet have complained of the city being part of Thorpe Hamlet
when it is not a real part of Thorpe Hamlet. There is even a Mancroft resident proposing to split
city centre into at least two wards which we can understand also. It seems to us that you have not
gone with any these ideas, but it seems to that you only listen to some of the Norwich
Conservative Party Submission and really no one else in our opinions.
Recommendations (1):
Create of 14 Wards instead 13 wards, when you see how I have arranged them you can why and
it's much better in electorate numbers and in community related wards than what we have now
and a lot better than what's now being proposed.
What I think would that make a lot more sense, would be to scrap the Names of University ward
and Town close, with some alterations to University Ward to Create "The Avenues ward". Which
you will see in the list below how it be created.
Also Scrap Town Close ward with all parts going of the ward going into other wards.
Create Three other Wards of to be Known As:
(1) (City North Ward)
(2) (City South Ward or Mancroft & St. Stephens Ward)
(3) Earlham Ward.
Wards we would have on the current idea of 3 city Ward Councillors per wards is.
(1) Avenues Ward: UN2,UN3,UN4,UN5,NE2 with slight increase in boundary line as far South
east to the road of Jessop Road and Portersfield road. Roughly = 6558.
(2) Bowthorpe Ward: (BO1) Chapel Brake, (BO2) Cloverhill, (BO5) Three Score which is
growing, plus west side of Bunker Hill they properly be new builds which could grow to a new
small village estate in with the Bowthorpe Estate. Roughly = 7400.
(3) Catton Grove Ward: CG1,CG2,CG3 less Copenhagen Way and the old Lidl Store, CG4, CG5
less North East Side of Sprowston Rd from opposite Wall Rd, IE Hooper Lane, Anthony Drive,
Templemere, Moorland Close. Roughly = 8180.
(4) City North ward: TH2, MA3,MA2 with exstending down to St Benedict's and St Andrew
Street's, Rest of MA4 ie north side of Heigham Rd from east of Mile Cross rd to Old palace Rd to
along the rest of Heigham Rd. Also a small Triangle Part of MX1 IE St Martin's along Baker Road
3

and back Aylsham Rd to Drayton Rd mini roundabout, Also add on From SE3 a very small bit of
IE Silver Street both sides and North side of Bull Close RD: Roughly =8191.
(5) City South Ward, Or St. Stephens & Mancroft Ward:
MA1, MA5 with slight reduction in the boarder line from the South down St Andrews Street to
Pottergate then down the rest of Wellington Lane then to junction to Dereham Rd. Also what's Left
of TC1/TC3 & TC4. Roughly = 8440:
(6) Crome Ward: CR5, CR4, CR3, CR2 CR1, and a very small part of CG5 North East Side of
Sprowston Rd from opposite Wall Rd, IE Hooper Lane, Anthony Drive, Templemere ,Moorland
Close. Roughly =7988:
(7) Earlham Ward: BO3, BO4,UN1, WE4. Roughly =7700:
(8) Eaton ward: EA1,EA2,EA3,EA4,EA5: Roughly =7842:
(9) Lakenham Ward: LA1,LA2,LA3,LA4,LA5, east side half the TH3 from the junction of Carrow
Rd Bridge to along south east of Kings Street to & along all of Carrowhill. Also east side of
Lakenham Foot & Cycle Path of TC3. Roughly =8600:
(10) Mile Cross Ward: MX4,MX3,MX2,with MX1 Less ST Martin's to Baker Rd and back Aylsham
Rd to Drayton Rd mini roundabout which goes into city north ward, but add on Copenhagen Way
and the old Lidl Store from CG3: Roughly = 8120:
(11) Nelson Ward:
NE3, TC2, Half of TC4 up Newmarket Rd, Most TC1 also up to Newmarket Rd, & Rest TC3.
Roughly =8012.
(12) Sewell Ward: SE4,SE3 Less of Silver Street both sides and North side of Bull Close RD,
SE2,SE1. Roughly = 8060:
(13) Thorpe Hamlet Ward: TH4, TH5, TH1, east side half the TH3 from the junction of Carrow Rd
Bridge to along east of North side Kings Street to & along as far as Carrowhill then both sides the
rest of King Street then along the North side A147 to city Boundary that leads to Whitlingham
Lane.
Roughly =7800:
(14) Wensum Ward: WE1,WE2,WE3,NE1, & MA4 as far as east side of Old Palace Road & south
of Heigham Road. Roughly =8431:
If Not
Recommendations (2):
To hold off of all-out elections in May 2019 take another year to re-look the city ward boundaries
from Council size IE number of Councillors in council, number of Wards, with consultation with the
public on this part as well which we didn't have this time. Have all-out Elections in May 2020
instead when you sorted it out more fairly in size of each ward and more community based as
well.

Recommendations (3):
4

To go a Two and Three wards system have about 18 - 21 wards base on community lines only
with Two sizes type wards. Also only vote two years out the three we have now with City Council
leave a year out between city and county elections save money at city council for holding
elections.
Finally in our opinions what ever you do decide you must go back and at least drop your currently
proposal of wards seriously think again, and go with at least recommendation (1) or (2). Or if you
do Not you will be doing a disservice to NORWICH voters and the rest of their residents of
NORWCH in our opinion. To spend time and money to solve problem of uneven wards electorate
numbers that has not been solved but been made much worse and will in future cost the city more
money time and cause more resentment to all government authorities.
Thank you,
Chairman of Mile Cross
Community Committee.
Mile Cross Estate
Norwich Norfolk.
P.S.
Please could you put our submission in Section of Local Organisations as we are recognised local
group city council, Thank you.
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Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

reviews
06 September 2018 12:05
Taylor, Laura
FW: Consultation response. NR2 2DF

-Marcus Bowell
Director of Strategy and Communications
LGBCE
1st floor, Windsor House
50 Victoria Street
London SW1H 0TL
Tel:0330 500 1250

How are we doing? Click here to give us your views.

Hi
I have been made aware of proposed changes to our Town Close ward boundaries for city and county elections.
I support keeping the system simple and remaining in the same Town Close for city and county elections after the
review. It is important to keep things simple if you want to keep a sense of people belonging in an area.
Regards
Catherine Isotta.
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